Calibration
Supplies

CALIBRATION
SUPPLIES

• Dry gas available in
.038, .082, and .100 alcohol value
• 34 liter, 55 liter, and 108
liter sizes

1-800-227-9890
www.alcopro.com

• Use with all Intoximeter
instruments
• Evidential quality

Calibration Supplies
Evidential, Convenient Calibration
Standards
The larger 108 liter tanks off the best
value with enough gas to perform up
to 500 accuracy checks. The smaller
34 liter tank fits into the padded carry
case for the RBT IV and Alco-Sensor IV
with memory while the 55 liter Tank fits
beneath the keyboard of the RBT VXL,
offering greater portability.
Regulator
The standard regulator uses a flow rate
of 1.5 LPM (liter per minute), ideal for
use with any model Alco-Sensor. The
6.0 LPM regulator creates a faster gas
flow that will trigger an automatic sample
when used with the Alco-Sensor FST. A
gauge shows current pressure to indicate
the amoutn of gas remaining. Regulators
are a one-time purchase; when a tank is
expired or empty, the operator removes
the regulator form the old tank and installs it on the new tank. Regulators are
hand tightened. They do not require a
wrench to install or remove.
True-Cal II
The operator may use the optional TrueCal II device to interpret the true alcohol
concentration of an alcohol gas tank.
The True-Cal II measures brametric pressure to calculate the true alcohol reading
of a tank at a given elevation. Day to
day changes in barometric pressure may
also cause the alcohol value of tanks to
change very slightly. The operator presses the button, and the True-Cal II displays
the calculated alcohol value for a tank at
that location and moment. (Without the
True-Cal II the operator consults an elevaton table on the label of every tank to
determine the expected alcohol value.)

REGULATOR

Compatible tanks: all 108, 55, and 30 liter tanks
Flow rate: 1.5 LPM and 6.0 LPM
Installation method: Hand Tightens
Measurement range: 0 - 1500 psi

TRUE-CAL II

Compatibility: Programmable to use with any Intoximeter tank
Power Supply: 1 AA alkaline battery, 15,000 operational hours
Attachment method: Velcro strap
Dimensions: 3.25” x 2.5” - 4 oz

CALIBRATION SUPPLIES
ITEM
324-04
324-08
324-10
382-04
382-08

DESCRIPTION
Alcohol Gas Tank 108 liter (.038)
Alcohol Gas Tank 108 liter (.082)
Alcohol Gas Tank 108 liter (.100)
Alcohol Gas Tank 34 liter (.038)
Alcohol Gas Tank 34 liter (.082)

PRICE
$170.00
$170.00
$170.00
$138.50
$138.50

370-04
328
328-6
329

Alcohol Gas Tank 55 liter (.038)
Regulator, 1.5 lpm
Regulator, 6 lpm
True-Cal II

$149.00
$112.00
$124.50
$225.00

For Information & Orders Call: 1-800-227-9890
Order 24 Hours A Day At: www.alcopro.com
Fax Orders To: 1-800-655-5834

